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Abstract—A novel transmission protocol is conceived for a
multi-user, multi-relay, multiple-input–multiple-output orthogo-
nal frequency-division multiple-access (MIMO-OFDMA) cellular
network based on joint transmit and receive beamforming.
More specifically, the network’s MIMO channels are mathemat-
ically decomposed into several effective multiple-input–single-
output (MISO) channels, which are spatially multiplexed for
transmission. For the sake of improving the attainable capacity,
these MISO channels are grouped using a pair of novel grouping
algorithms, which are then evaluated in terms of their perfor-
mance versus complexity trade-off1.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recent wireless mobile broadband standards optionally
employ relay nodes (RNs) and multiple-input–multiple-
output orthogonal frequency-division multiple-access (MIMO-
OFDMA) systems [2], [3] for supporting the ever-growing
wireless capacity demands. These systems benefit from a
capacity gain increasing roughly linearly both with the num-
ber of available OFDMA subcarriers (each having the same
bandwidth) as well as with the minimum of the number of
transmit antennas (TAs) and receive antennas (RAs). However,
given the additional resources, the issue arises as to how best
to allocate them for maximizing the system’s capacity. In
light of these discussions, we propose a novel joint transmit
and receive beamforming (BF) protocol for coordinating the
downlink (DL) transmissions in a sophisticated multi-relay
aided MIMO-OFDMA cellular network.
It is widely acknowledged that under the idealized simplify-
ing condition of having perfect channel state information (CSI)
at the transmitter, the DL or broadcast channel (BC) capac-
ity [4], [5] may be approached with the aid of dirty paper
coding (DPC) [6]. However, the practical implementation of
DPC is hampered by its excessive algorithmic complexity
upon increasing the number of users. On the other hand,
BF is an attractive suboptimal strategy for allowing multiple
users to share the BC while resulting in reduced multi-user
interference (MUI). A low-complexity transmit-BF technique
is the zero-forcing based BF (ZFBF), which can asymptotically
achieve the BC capacity as the number of users tends to infin-
ity [7]. Furthermore, ZFBF may be readily applied to a system
with multiple-antenna receivers through the use of the singular
value decomposition (SVD). As a result, the associated MIMO
channels may be mathematically decomposed into several
effective multiple-input–single-output (MISO) channels, which
are termed spatial multiplexing components (SMCs) in this
work.
In [8], these SMCs are specifically grouped so that the
optimal grouping as well as the optimal allocation of the power
may be found on each subcarrier block using convex opti-
mization. In contrast to the channel-diagonalization methods
1This paper concisely focuses on the transmission protocol proposed in our
previous work [1]. For more details, please refer to [1].
of [9]–[11], the ZFBF approach does not enforce any specific
relationship between the total numbers of TAs and RAs.
Therefore, ZFBF is more suitable for practical systems, since
the number of TAs at the BS is typically much lower than the
total number of RAs of all the active user equipments (UEs).
Compared to the random beamforming methods, such as
that of [12], ZFBF is capable of completely avoiding the
interference, thus improving the system’s attainable capacity.
Due to its desirable performance versus complexity trade-
off, in this paper we employ ZFBF in the context of multi-
relay aided MIMO-OFDMA systems, where the direct link
between the base station (BS) and the UE may be exploited
in conjunction with the relaying link for further improving the
system’s performance.
In this paper, we propose a novel transmission protocol for a
generalized multi-user multi-relay aided MIMO-OFDMA cel-
lular system, which supports simultaneous direct and relayed
transmissions without imposing interference on the receivers.
This is accomplished by mathematically decomposing the
network’s channel matrices for ensuring that the beneficial
links may be grouped for simultaneous transmission. The
system model in [7], [8], [13], [14] is improved, since these
contributions did not consider exploiting relaying for improv-
ing the system’s performance, or only considered single-relay,
single-user scenarios. Furthermore, we imposed no constraint
on the relationship between the number of TAs and RAs in
the system, which was assumed in [9]–[11].
Furthermore, we conceive a pair of novel algorithms for
grouping the SMCs transmissions. These challenging issues of
two-phase communication in the presence of multiple trans-
mitters as well as simultaneous direct and relayed transmis-
sions are resolved by the proposed grouping algorithms. The
first grouping algorithm is optimal in the sense that it is based
on exhaustive search over all the SMC groupings that satisfy
the semi-orthogonality criterion, while the second algorithm
constitutes a lower-complexity alternative. In terms of its basic
principle, the lower-complexity method is reminiscent of [7],
[8], but it has been appropriately adapted for the multi-relay
cellular network considered.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We focus our attention on the DL of a multi-relay MIMO-
OFDMA cellular network, as shown in Fig. 1. The BS, M
RNs and K UEs are each equipped with NB , NR and NU
antennas, respectively. The cellular system has access to N
subcarrier blocks, each encompassing W Hertz of wireless
bandwidth. The subcarrier blocks considered here are similar
to the resource blocks in the LTE-nomenclature [15]. The BS
is located at the cell-center, while the RNs are each located at
a fixed distance from the BS and are evenly spaced around
it. On the other hand, the UEs are uniformly distributed
in the cell. The BS coordinates and synchronizes its own
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Figure 1: An example of a multi-relay MIMO-OFDMA cellular
network, containing a BS at the cell-center, 3 RNs and 15 UEs.
transmissions with that of the RNs, which employ the decode-
and-forward (DF) [16] transmission protocol and thus avoids
the problem of noise amplification.
For the subcarrier block n ∈ {1, · · · , N}, let us define
the complex-valued wireless channel matrices between the
BS and UE k ∈ {1, · · · ,K}, between the BS and RN
m ∈ {1, · · · ,M}, and between RN m and UE k as HBUn,k ∈
CNU×NB , HBRn,m ∈ CNR×NB and HRUn,m,k ∈ CNU×NR ,
respectively. These complex-valued channel matrices account
for both the frequency-flat Rayleigh fading and the path-
loss between the corresponding transceivers. The coherence
bandwidth of each wireless link is assumed to be sufficiently
high, so that each individual subcarrier block experiences
frequency flat fading, although the level of fading may vary
from one subcarrier block to another in each transmission
period. Additionally, the transceivers are stationary or moving
slowly enough so that the level of fading may be assumed to
be fixed for the duration of a scheduled transmission period.
Furthermore, the RAs are spaced sufficiently far apart, so that
each TA/RA pair experiences independent and identically dis-
tributed (i.i.d.) fading. Since these channels are slowly varying,
the system is capable of exploiting the benefits of channel
reciprocity associated with time-division duplexing (TDD)
as well as dedicated low-rate error-free feedback channels,
so that the CSI becomes available at each BS- and RN-
transmitter as well as at each possible RN- and UE-receiver.
It is assumed that the BS performs network-wide scheduling
and that these channel matrices have full row rank, which may
be achieved with a high probability for typical DL wireless
channel matrices.
Furthermore, each receiver suffers from additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN) having a power spectral density of
N0. The maximum instantaneous transmission power available
to the BS and to each RN due to regulatory and health-
constraints is PBmax and P
R
max, respectively. Since OFDMA
modulation constitutes a linear operation, we focus our atten-
tion on a single subcarrier block and as usual, we employ the
commonly-used equivalent baseband signal model
III. TRANSMISSION PROTOCOL DESIGN
The system can simultaneously use two transmission modes
to convey information to the UEs, namely the BS-to-UE
mode, and the relaying-based BS-to-RN and RN-to-UE mode.
Note that although in classic OFDMA each data stream is
orthogonal in frequency, for the sake of further improving the
system’s attainable performance, our system employs spatial
multiplexing in conjunction with ZFBF so that multiple data
streams may be served using the same subcarrier block,
without suffering from interference. Additionally, since the
relaying-based transmission can be split into two phases, the
design philosophy of the BF matrices in each phase are
described separately, although for simplicity we have assumed
that the respective channel matrices remain unchanged in
both phases. Firstly, the definition of the semi-orthogonality
criterion is given as follows [7].
Definition 1. A pair of MISO channels, represented by the
complex-valued column vectors v1 and v2, are said to be semi-
orthogonal to each other with parameter α ∈ [0, 1], when2∣∣< (vH1 v2)∣∣
‖v1‖‖v2‖ ≤ α. (1)
To be more specific, a measure of the grade of orthogonality
between v1 and v2 is given by the left-hand side of inequal-
ity (1), which ranges from 0 for orthogonal vectors to 1 for
linearly dependent vectors.
The authors of [7] demonstrated that employing the ZFBF
strategy for MISO channels that satisfy α → 0, while the
number of users obeys K → ∞, asymptotically achieves the
DPC capacity, and it is therefore optimal for the BC channel.
Similar principles are followed in this paper.
A. BF design for the first transmission phase
In the first transmission phase, only the BS is transmitting,
while both the RNs and the UEs act as receivers. This
is similar to the classic DL multi-user MIMO model. As
described above, our aim is 1) to design a ZFBF matrix for
the BS to avoid interference between data streams, and 2)
to design receive BF matrices for the UEs and RNs so that
the resultant effective DL channel matrices contain as many
semi-orthogonal rows as possible that satisfy (1) for a given
α. Ideally, a joint computation of the receive BF matrices is
performed for satisfying the latter condition. However, this
is generally impossible due to the geographically distributed
nature of the UEs and RNs. Instead, we opt for a compromise
by employing the SVD, so that at least each individual
effective DL channel matrix contains orthogonal rows.
Bearing this in mind, the channel matrices of all DL
transmissions originating from the BS are decomposed
at the BS, UEs and RNs using the SVD as HBUn,k =
UBUn,kS
BU
n,k
(
VBUn,k
)H
and HBRn,m = U
BR
n,mS
BR
n,m
(
VBRn,m
)H
, re-
spectively. Thus, the receive-BF matrices for UE k and RN
m are given by RBU,T1n,k =
(
UBUn,k
)H
and RBR,T1n,m =(
UBRn,m
)H
, and the effective DL channel matrices are then
given3 by HBU,T1n,k = R
BU,T1
n,k H
BU
n,k = S
BU
n,k
(
VBUn,k
)H
and HBR,T1n,m = R
BR,T1
n,m H
BR
n,m = S
BR
n,m
(
VBRn,m
)H
, respec-
tively. Since VBUn,k and V
BR
n,m are both unitary, while S
BU
n,k
and SBRn,m are both real and diagonal, these effective DL
channel matrices respectively consist of min (NB , NU ) and
min (NB , NR) orthogonal non-zero rows with norms equal
to their corresponding singular values. We refer to these
non-zero orthogonal rows as the SMCs of their associated
MIMO channel matrix. The K BS-to-UE MIMO channel
2In this paper, < (x) denotes the real component of x.
3Note that T1 is used for indicating the first transmission phase, and
underline is used to denote the effective DL channel matrices.
matrices and M BS-to-RN channel matrices generate a to-
tal of [K ·min (NB , NU ) +M ·min (NB , NR)] SMCs. Since
these SMCs are generated from independent MIMO channel
matrices associated with geographically distributed UEs and
RNs, they are not all guaranteed to be orthogonal to each
other. Furthermore, since each UE or RN has multiple antennas
and NB might not be sufficiently large to simultaneously
support all UEs and RNs, we have to determine which
specific SMCs should be selected. As a result, for each two-
phase transmission period, we opt for selecting a SMC group
accounting for both phases from the set of available SMC
groups. The generation of SMC groups is accomplished by
the SMC grouping algorithms to be described in Section IV.
To elaborate a little further, a set of SMC groups,
Gn, which is associated with subcarrier block n, may
be obtained using one of the grouping algorithms pre-
sented in Section IV. The BS selects a single group,
j ∈ Gn, containing (but not limited to4) QT1j SMCs
out of the [K ·min (NB , NU ) +M ·min (NB , NR)] avail-
able SMCs to be supported by using ZFBF. Thus, we have
QT1j ≤ min [NB ,K ·min (NB , NU ) +M ·min (NB , NR)]
and a multiplexing gain of QT1j is achieved. Let us denote
the refined effective DL channel matrix with rows being
the QT1j selected SMCs as H
T1
n,j ∈ CQ
T1
j ×NB . The ZFBF
transmit matrix applied at the BS to subcarrier block n is
then given by the following right inverse TT1n,j =
(
HT1n,j
)H
·[
HT1n,j
(
HT1n,j
)H]−1
. Since HT1n,jT
T1
n,j = INB , the potential
interference between the QT1j selected SMCs is completely
avoided. Furthermore, the columns of TT1n,j are normalized by
multiplying the diagonal matrix WT1n,j on the right-hand side
of TT1n,j to ensure that each SMC transmission is initially set
to unit power.
Then, TT1n,jW
T1
n,j is used as the DL transmit-BF matrix
for the BS in the first phase. Thus, the effective channel-
to-noise ratios (CNRs) in the first transmission phase can be
written as GBU,T1n,j,e1 =
∣∣∣wBU,T1n,j,e1 ∣∣∣2 /∆γN0W and GBR,T1n,j,e =∣∣∣wBR,T1n,j,e ∣∣∣2 /∆γN0W , respectively, where wBU,T1n,j,e1 and wBR,T1n,j,e
are the diagonal elements in WT1n,j , ∆γ is the signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) gap, and noise power received on each
subcarrier block is given by N0W . More specifically, these
diagonal elements correspond to SMC group j and sub-
carrier block n, and they are associated with either a di-
rect BS-to-UE SMC or a BS-to-RN SMC. The additional
subscripts e1 ∈ {0, · · · ,min[NB ,K · min(NB , NU )]} and
e ∈ {0, · · · ,min[NB ,M ·min(NB , NR),K ·min(NR, NU )]}
are used for distinguishing the multiple selected SMCs of
the direct links (i.e. those related to UEs), from the multiple
selected SMC-pairs5 that may be associated with a particular
RN M(e), respectively. Note that M (e) is a function of e,
representing the RN index (similar to m used before) associ-
ated with the SMC-pair e, as further detailed in Section IV.
4The SMC group selection, as a part of the scheduling operation, is carried
out at the BS before initiating the first transmission phase. Hence, the selected
SMC group will also contain QT2j SMCs selected by the BS for the second
transmission phase, as detailed in Section III-B.
5A single SMC-pair consists of a SMC for the first phase and another
for the second phase. Although these SMCs are generated separately in each
phase, the SMC-pair associated with a common RN has to be considered as
a single entity in the SMC grouping algorithms presented in Section IV.
B. BF design in the second transmission phase
The second transmission phase may be characterized by
the MIMO interference channel. A similar methodology is
employed in the second transmission phase, except that now
both the BS and the RNs are transmitters, while a number
of UEs are receiving. In this phase, our aim is 1) to design
ZFBF matrices for the BS and RNs to avoid interference
between data streams, 2) and to design a receive-BF matrix for
each UE so that the effective channel matrices associated with
each of its transmitters contain rows which satisfy the semi-
orthogonal condition (1) for a given α. This means that more
data streams may be served simultaneously, thus improving
the attainable system performance. Since there are multiple
distributed transmitters/MIMO channel matrices associated
with each UE, the SVD method described in Section III-A,
which is performed in a centralized fashion, cannot be readily
applied at the transmitter side. Instead, we aim for minimizing
the resultant correlation between the generated SMCs, thus
increasing the number of SMCs which satisfy (1) for a given
α. To accomplish this goal, we begin by introducing the short-
hand of HBU,T2n,k = R
U,T2
n,k H
BU
n,k and H
RU,T2
n,m,k = R
U,T2
n,k H
RU
n,m,k
as the effective channel matrices between the BS and UE k,
and between RN m and UE k, respectively, on subcarrier block
n in the second transmission phase, where RU,T2n,k is the yet-
to-be-determined UE k’s receive-BF matrix. In light of the
preceding discussions, one of our aims is to design RU,T2n,k so
that the off-diagonal values of the matrices given by A0 =
HBU,T2n,k
(
HBU,T2n,k
)H
and Am = H
RU,T2
n,m,k
(
HRU,T2n,m,k
)H
, ∀m
are as small as possible. This design goal may be formalized
as
min.
R
U,T2
n,k
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣HBUn,k (HBUn,k )H − (RU,T2n,k )−1 Λ0 (RU,T2n,k )−H∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2
F
+
M∑
m=1
∣∣∣∣∣∣HRUn,m,k (HRUn,m,k)H
−
(
RU,T2n,k
)−1
Λm
(
RU,T2n,k
)−H∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2
F
, (2)
where Λ0 and Λm are diagonal matrices containing the
diagonal elements of A0 and Am, respectively. Therefore,(
RU,T2n,k
)−1
is the jointly diagonalizing matrix [17], while
HBUn,k
(
HBUn,k
)H
and HRUn,m,k
(
HRUn,m,k
)H
, ∀m are the matrices
to be diagonalized. Thus, the algorithm presented in [17] for
solving (2) may be invoked at UE k for obtaining RU,T2n,k ,
which may be further fed back to the BS and RNs. Hence,
the BS and RNs do not have to share HBUn,k or H
RU
n,k via the
wireless channel and do not have to solve (2) again. As a
result, we accomplish the goal of creating effective channel
matrices that contain rows aiming to satisfy (1). Additionally,
the columns of RU,T2n,k have been normalized so that the power
assigned for each SMC remains unaffected.
After obtaining the receive-BF matrix, the SMCs of the
transmissions to UE k on subcarrier block n are given by
the non-zero rows of the effective channel matrices HBU,T2n,k
and HRU,T2n,m,k , ∀m. Since the BS and the RNs act as distributed
broadcasters in the second phase, they are only capable of
employing separate ZFBF transmit matrices to ensure that
none of them imposes interference on the SMCs it does not
explicitly intend to serve. By employing one of the grouping
algorithms described in Section IV, the BS schedules QT2j ≤
min
[
min (NB , NR) ,
∑K
i=1 L
B
i + L
R
i
]
SMCs to serve simul-
taneously in the second phase, where LBi and L
R
i represent
the number of SMCs of UE i served by the BS and by RNs
in this phase, respectively, where we have LBi + L
R
i ≤ NU ,
LBi ≤ min(NB , NU ), and LRi ≤ min(NR, NU ). Let us
denote the refined effective DL channel matrices, from the
perspectives of the BS and RN m, consisting of the QT2j
selected SMCs as HB,T2n,j and H
R,T2
n,j,m, respectively. Since
these are known to each transmitter, they may employ ZFBF
transmit matrices in the second phase, given by the right
inverses TB,T2n,j =
(
HB,T2n,j
)H
·
[
HB,T2n,j
(
HB,T2n,j
)H]−1
for the
BS, and TR,T2n,j,m =
(
HR,T2n,j,m
)H
·
[
HR,T2n,j,m
(
HR,T2n,j,m
)H]−1
for
RN m. Similar to the first transmission phase, these ZFBF
transmit matrices are normalized by WBU,T2n,j and W
RU,T2
n,j,m ,
respectively, to ensure that each SMC transmission is ini-
tially set to unit power. Upon obtaining the selected SMCs,
we denote the effective CNRs in the second transmission
phase as GBU,T2n,j,e2 =
∣∣∣wBU,T2n,j,e2 ∣∣∣2 /∆γN0W and GRU,T2n,j,e =∣∣∣wRU,T2n,j,e ∣∣∣2 /∆γN0W , where wBU,T2n,j,e2 and wRU,T2n,j,e are the di-
agonal elements in WBU,T2n,j and W
RU,T2
n,j,M(e), respectively,
and the subscript M(e) has been defined in Section III-A.
To elaborate, for a second-phase BS-to-UE link, wBU,T2n,j,e2
corresponds to SMC group j and subcarrier block n, while
the subscript e2 ∈ {0, · · · ,min[NB ,K · min(NB , NU )]}
is employed for further distinguishing the multiple selected
SMCs associated with UEs from the BS. Similarly, wRU,T2n,j,e ,
which also corresponds to SMC group j and subcarrier block
n, is associated with the second-phase RN-to-UE link between
RN M (e) and the particular UE of SMC-pair e.
IV. SEMI-ORTHOGONAL GROUPING ALGORITHMS
As described in Section II, the BS has to choose QT1j
and QT2j SMCs for the first and second transmission phases,
respectively. These selected SMCs collectively form the SMC
group j. Since the system supports both direct and relaying
links, the grouping algorithms described in [7], [8], which
were designed for MIMO systems dispensing with relays, may
not be directly applied. Instead, we propose a pair of vi-
able grouping algorithms, namely the exhaustive search-based
grouping algorithm (ESGA), and the orthogonal component-
based grouping algorithm (OCGA).
Furthermore, for greater flexibility in forming viable SMC
groups, additional SMCs may be considered in the second
transmission phase, when tentatively assuming that only a
subset of transmitters are activated. By employing this full
list of SMCs, the system can achieve a higher performance.
In both grouping algorithms, each particular SMC must
be evaluated before it may be included into the SMC group
to be generated. This evaluation process is completed by
the SMCCheck6 algorithm, which ensures that the SMC to
be grouped satisfies the semi-orthogonality criterion of (1),
while the transmit and receive dimensions of all nodes and
the maximum spatial multiplexing gains of both transmission
phases are not exceeded.
Algorithm 1: Exhaustive search-based grouping algo-
rithm (ESGA)
inputs : set of SMC groups associated with subcarrier block n
(initialized as empty set), Gn
current SMC group (initialized as empty set), En,j
SMCs associated with subcarrier block n, En
semi-orthogonality parameter α
outputs: none
1 void ESGA (Gn, En,j , En, α)
2 begin
3 foreach ec ∈ En do
4 if SMCCheck (ec, En,j , α) then
5 E ′n,j′ ← En,j ∪ {ec};
6 Gn ← Gn ∪ {E ′n,j′};
7 ESGA
(Gn, E ′n,j′ , En \ ec, α);
8 end if
9 end foreach
10 return;
11 end
Algorithm 2: Orthogonal component-based grouping al-
gorithm (OCGA)
inputs : set of SMC groups associated with subcarrier block n
(initialized as empty set), Gn
current SMC group (initialized as empty set), En,j
SMCs associated with subcarrier block n, En
semi-orthogonality parameter α
outputs: none
1 void OCGA (Gn, En,j , En, α)
2 begin
3 complete ← true;
4 Ec ← {};
5 foreach ec ∈ En do
6 if SMCCheck (ec, En,j , α) then
7 if |En,j | == 0 then
8 E ′n,j′ ← En,j ∪ {ec};
9 OCGA
(Gn, E ′n,j′ , En \ ec, α);
10 return;
11 else
12 Ec ← Ec ∪ {ec};
13 complete ← false;
14 end if
15 end if
16 end foreach
17 if complete then
18 Gn ← {En,j};
19 else
20 E ′n,j′ ← En,j ∪ argmax
ec∈Ec
NOC (ec, En,j);
21 OCGA
(Gn, E ′n,j′ , En \ ec, α);
22 end if
23 return;
24 end
A. ESGA and OCGA
We present our first grouping method in Algorithm 1.
Simply put, the ESGA recursively creates new SMC groups by
exhaustively searching through all the possible combinations
of SMCs and including those that pass the SMC checking al-
gorithm. To elaborate, in the loop ranging from line 3 to line 9,
the algorithm searches through all the possible SMCs associ-
ated with subcarrier block n, which are collectively denoted
by En and satisfy ec ∈ En. The specific SMCs that satisfy the
checks performed in line 4 are appended to the current SMC
group in line 5, and the resultant updated SMC group E ′n,j′
is appended to the set of SMC groups obtained for subcarrier
block n in line 6. Additionally, E ′n,j′ is used recursively in
line 7 for filling this group and for forming new groups.
The computational complexity of ESGA is dependent on the
number of SMCs which are semi-orthogonal to each other. The
worst-case complexity is obtained when every SMC satisfies
the checks performed in line 4, leading to a time-complexity
(in terms of the number of SMC groups generated) upper-
bounded (not necessarily tight) by O
(∑N
n=1 |En|θ
)
, where
θ = min [NB ,K ·min (NB , NU ) +M ·min (NB , NR)] +
min
[
min (NB , NR) ,
∑K
i=1 L
B
i + L
R
i
]
.
In other words, each subcarrier block may be treated in-
dependently. For each subcarrier block, |En| SMCs must be
checked until the maximum multiplexing gain in both the first
and second phases has been attained.
The second algorithm, OCGA, is presented in Algorithm 2,
which aims to be a lower complexity alternative to ESGA.
The OCGA commences by creating a SMC candidate set Ec,
whose elements satisfy the checks performed in the SMCCheck
algorithm, in lines 4 to 16. More specifically, if the current
SMC group En,j is empty, the algorithm can simply create
a new SMC group containing only the candidate SMC that
has passed the SMCCheck algorithm in lines 7 to 10. If
the SMC group is not empty, the algorithm adds to it the
particular SMC candidate that results in the highest norm
of the orthogonal component (NOC), via the Gram-Schmidt
procedure [7], [8], in line 20. This process is repeated until the
maximum multiplexing gain in both the first and second phases
has been attained. When comparing the NOCs obtained for
the relaying links, the minimum of the NOCs obtained from
the BS-to-RN and RN-to-UE SMCs is used. This is because
the information conveyed on the relaying link is limited by
the weaker of the two transmissions, which is reflected in
the effective channel gains quantified by these norms. If no
SMCs satisfy the checks of line 6, the current SMC group
is complete, and it is appended to the current set of SMC
groups in line 18. Since new groups are only created when the
current SMC group is empty, this algorithm results in much
fewer groups than ESGA. The algorithmic time-complexity is
given by O
(∑N
n=1 |En|
)
as a single group is created for each
initially-selected SMC.
Both grouping algorithms may be initialized with an empty
SMC group, En,j ← {}, and an empty set of SMC groups,
Gn ← {} , so that they recursively create and fill SMC
groups according to their criteria. Additionally, a final step
is performed to remove the specific groups, which result
in effective channel gains that are less than or equal to
that of another group, while having the same transmitters.
6More details related to this algorithm may be found in [1].
Table I: Simulation parameters used to obtain all results in Section V
unless otherwise specified.
Simulation parameter Value
Subcarrier block bandwidth, W [Hertz] 180k
Antenna configuration, (NB , NR, NU ) (4, 4, 2)
Cell radius, [km] {0.75, 1.75}
Ratio of BS-to-RN distance to the cell radius 0.5
SNR gap of wireless transceivers, ∆γ [dB] 0
Noise power spectral density, N0 [dBm/Hz] −174
Number of channel samples 104
Number of groups found using OCGA
Number of groups found using ESGA
Gap to optimality when using OCGA
Gap to optimality when using ESGA
Semi-orthogonality parameter, α
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Figure 2: The optimality gap and total number of SMC groups found
when employing the ESGA and OCGA, and using the parameters in
Table I with N = 6, K = 2, M = 2, PBmax = 20dBm, PRmax =
10dBm and a cell radius of 0.75km.
Therefore, this final step does not reduce the attainable system
performance, but reduces the number of possible groups, thus
alleviating computational complexity.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
This section presents the numerical results obtained, when
employing the grouping algorithms described in Section IV to
the MIMO-OFDMA multi-relay cellular network considered.
The pertinent simulation parameters are given in Table I.
Additionally, the path-loss effect is characterized relying on
the method and parameters of [15], where the BS-to-UE and
RN-to-UE links are assumed to be non-line-of-sight (NLOS)
links, since these links are typically blocked by buildings and
other large obstructing objects, while the BS-to-RN links are
realistically assumed to be line-of-sight (LOS) links, as the
RNs may be strategically deployed on tall buildings to create
strong wireless backhaul links. Furthermore, independently
and randomly generated set of UE locations as well as fading
channel realizations were used for each channel sample.
A. On the optimality and the relative complexity of ESGA and
OCGA for various α values
Firstly, the behavior of the ESGA and OCGA as a function
of α is examined. Note that in Fig. 2 the optimal system ca-
pacity is attained, when employing the maximization algorithm
of [1], since the ESGA is capable of enumerating all possible
SMC groupings satisfying (1) for the corresponding α. The
’normalized optimality gap’ is then defined as (β/β∗) − 1,
where β∗ is the optimal capacity obtained from employing
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(a) Average achievable capacity for varying PBmax.
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(b) Average achievable capacity for varying PRmax.
Figure 3: The average achievable capacity of the OCGA with random
group selection and equal power allocation. The parameters in Table I
with N = 6, K = 10, M = 2, α = 0.1 and a cell radius of 1.75km
are used.
the ESGA algorithm, and β is the capacity obtained from (in
this case) the OCGA algorithm. We can see from Fig. 2, that
the normalized optimality gap of OCGA relative to ESGA is
about −0.005 ∼ −0.1 for the α values considered. However,
the number of groups found using ESGA is exponentially in-
creasing with α. By contrast, for OCGA, this number is always
significantly lower and gradually becomes less than 200, when
α increases to 0.5. In fact, the number of groups found by
OCGA is reduced to about 3.5% of that found by ESGA at
α = 0.5. This demonstrates the viability of employing OCGA
as a reduced-complexity near-optimum alternative to ESGA.
B. The variation in achievable capacity for different values of
PBmax and P
R
max
As shown in Fig. 3(a), the achievable capacity is mono-
tonically increasing with PBmax and P
R
max, when employing
the OCGA in conjunction with random group selection and
equal power allocation. This is expected, since the capacity
is a monotonically increasing function of the assigned power.
Furthermore, it is clear that the effect of increasing PBmax on
the capacity is significantly more pronounced, than that of
applying the same increase to PRmax. The intuitive reasoning
behind this is that the power available at the BS has a more
pronounced effect on the system’s performance, since the
direct links and, more importantly, the BS-to-RN links rely
on the BS. Therefore, increasing PRmax is futile, if the BS-
to-RN links are not allocated sufficient power to support the
RN-to-UE links.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a novel transmission protocol based on joint
transmit-BF and receive-BF was developed for the multi-relay
MIMO-OFDMA cellular network considered. By employing
this protocol, the MIMO channel matrices were mathemati-
cally decomposed into several SMCs, which may be grouped
for transmission to attain a high multiplexing gain. Therefore,
we proposed both an exhaustive grouping algorithm and a
lower-complexity alternative. These algorithms were evalu-
ated based on their performance versus complexity trade-off.
Furthermore, our additional results demonstrated the different
effects that the available power at the BS and the RNs have
on the system’s capacity.
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